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Description
Texture explores Erika Knight's personal journey through the landscape of knitted fabrics, as she examines the different habitats that have
inspired her designs throughout her career. Broken down into countryside, city and coast, the core of this book is a compilation of simple knitting
recipes that embrace the movement for 'slow fashion' and honour the process of craftsmanship.
Each of the 20 garments will teach you how to tackle knitted texture – turn a graphic rib, an intricate lace stitch, and a travelling cable into a
covetable collection of jumpers, gloves, hats and socks. Through each of the projects, you will consolidate and build upon new skills that will take
your knitting further.
With simple and stylish shapes, Erika dispenses her designer tips for creating a series of modern yet timeless garments. Including inspiring
photography that showcases the beautiful designs, this book is the ultimate source for knitted texture and belongs on every knitter's bookshelf.

About the Author
Erika Knight is a renowned knitwear designer and respected consultant to the fashion and yarn industry. Originally from a fine art background,
her trend-forecasting work re-ignited her passion for the handmade. Erika has a unique interpretation of craft: her mission is to simplify and
communicate her insight and passion for knitting and crochet with accessible yet enticing projects in order to inspire everyone to experiment and
above all enjoy creating. The author of numerous highly acclaimed knitting and crochet books, Erika has lectured at the Victoria & Albert
Museum in London, as well as leading art institutions and universities.
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